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Recent AJ C surveys demonstrate continued Jewish
attachment to the principle of separation of church and state.
The absence of an official religion in the United States and
government neutrality toward all forms of religious expression
have enabled a variety of religions to flourish.
Like other
religions, Judaism has thrived in this free environment, and Jews
have become, in the words of Leonard Fein, "mentors of
American pluralism."
Separation of church and state is by no means universal
among Western democracies.
The State' of Israel does not
separate synagogue and state.
It identifies Judaism as its
official religion, albeit with provisions safeguarding the religious
freedoms of non-Jews.
Great Britain and Canada maintain
government support for organized religion, and Jewish
institutions, along with those of other faiths, have benefited
from such assistance.
Nevertheless, American Jewish leaders
maintain that the intrusion of government -- even for beneficial
purposes -- leads to standards and regulations that tend to
weaken the sectarian content of religious institutions, thereby
undermining the principle of religious pluralism. Moreover, they
fear, government support of religion can easily lead to the
favoring of one faith over others, threatening the equality of
religions.
American Jews feel that, in pluralistic America,
religion fares best when government keeps its hands off.
Have American Jewish leaders always been separationists in
their approach to church-state issues?
Historically, Judaism
itself knew no such separatism. As Jews lived under gentile
governments, they increasingly articulated the principle of "the
law of the state is the law," respecting and obeying the law of
the surrounding society if such norms had legal authority behind
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them.
In turn, Jewish communities often received substantial
support and broad grants of power to regulate internal Jewish
life.
Emancipation significantly altered Jewish relationships with
the state. No longer could communal groups in the nation-state
In their relations with the state,
regulate their own affairs.
citizens were individuals, not members of corporate groups. In
the United States particularly. new models of church-state relationships developed.
To explore changing Jewish attitudes to
these developments, the AJC commissioned this paper by
Jonathan Sarna, a distinguished historian of American Jewry.
Sarna finds that Jews initially accepted the fact of a Christian
America and tried to accommodate to it through an "equal
footing" doctrine in which Judaism should receive the same
recognition as other faiths.
Thus, for instance, rather than
fight Sunday "blue laws," Jews sought exemptions from them for
Jewish Sabbath observers.
By the end of the nineteenth
century, however, Jewish leaders had shifted to a far more
unequivocal stance supporting disengagement of government from
organized religion.
This stance, heavily indebted to Jefferson
and Madison, required the refusal of government aid to religious
institutions and the exclusion of religious instruction from the
public schools.
In recent decades the consensus within the Jewish
A
community on church-state separation has generally held.
minority, however, has urged a return to the more
accommodationist patterns of the nineteenth century.
This
debate is focused especially upon the issue of government aid to
Jewish day schools. The AJC, like most other major Jewish
organizations, opposes government aid as an unconstitutional
The
and unwise intrusion of government into religious life.
same concern for religious liberty also informs AJe's advocacy
of a broad interpretation of the First Amendment's guarantee of
free exercise of religion.
As Professor Sarna notes, the very
first case in which AJC filed an amicus brief was Pierce v.
Society of Sisters, which protected the right of parents to send
their children to parochial schools.
Our intention in publishing this paper is to provide
historical background and to explain the range of positions
which underlie the contemporary debate.
This essay was
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originally commissioned in honor of the Constitutional
It is our hope that Jewish groups and leaders
Bicentennial.
will study it and discuss fully its implications for communal
social action.
Steven Bayme, Director
Jewish Communal Affairs Department
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AMERICAN JEWS AND CHURCH-STATE RELATIONS:
THE SEARCH FOR "EQUAL FOOTING"

THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION meeting in Philadelphia
in 1787 received exactly one petition on the subject of religious
liberty. The petitioner was Jonas Phillips, a German Jewish immigrant merchant. and what he requested -- a change in the
Pennsylvania state constitution to eliminate a Christological test
oath _. was outside of the convention's purview. But the sentiments expressed in the petition contain one of the earliest known
American Jewish statements on religious liberty. "The Israeletes,"
it declares, "will think them self happy to live under a government
where all Relegious societies are on an Eaquel footing."!
Eighteen days before Phillips penned his September 7th
petition, the Constitutional Convention, meeting behind closed
doors. had accepted the provisions of Article VI: "No religious
test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or
public trust under the United States." Two years later, under
pressure from six different states,2 Congress passed a much
more explicit guarantee of religious liberty as part. of the First
Amendment (ratified on December 15. 1791): "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof." For Jews, however, these constitutional
provisions did not immediately translate into the kind of "Eaquel
footing" that Jonas Phillips had sought. Indeed, the whole question
of what equal footing means and how best to achieve it would
continue to occupy American Jewish leaders "for two centuries.

The Colonial Experience

~

In the colonial period, Jews never expected to achieve complete
religious equality. Given the right to settle, travel, trade, buy
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land, gain citizenship, and "exercise in all quietness their religion,"
they put up with blasphemy laws, Sunday laws, Christian oaths,
church taxes, and restrictions on their franchise and right to
hold public office. "They had not come to North America to
acquire political rights," Jacob Marcus reminds us, and besides,
as late as the 1760s "there was not one American colony which
offered political equality to all Christians.',3
Actually, dissenting Christians gained increasing equality as
time went on. Recent scholarship has contended that, in colony
after colony, traditional religious establishments, in the European
sense of "a single church or religion enjoying formal, legal, official.
monopolistic privilege through a union with the government of
the state," eventually gave way to "multiple establishments."
Dissenters, so long as they were Protestant, could arrange to
have their taxes remitted to the church of their choice. Jews
amI other non-Christians, however, failed to benefit from these
arrangements, and for the most part neither did Catholics.
Although many states enacted new liberal constitutions after the
Declaration of Independence, religious tests and other restrictive
measures remained in force. North Carolina's new (December
16, 1776) constitution, for example, promised inhabitants the
"natural and unalienalrle right to worship Almighty God according
to the dictates of their own consciences," yet also decreed tllat
"no person who shall deny the being of God or the truth of the
Protestant religion . . . shall be capable of holding any office or
place of trust or profit in the civil department within the state:'
Similar provisions found in other state constitutions make clear
that most Americans in 1776 spoke the language of religious liberty
but had not yet come to terms with its implications. While in
theory they supported equality and freedom of conscience, as a
practical matter they still believed that Christianity was essential
to civil order and peace, and that the state should be ruled only
by God-fearing Protestants. 4

The New Nation
The first decade and a half of American independence saw the
parameters of religious liberty in the new nation steadily widen.
New York, one of the most religiously pluralistic of the states,
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became in 1777 the first to extend the boundaries of "free exercise
and enjoyment of religious profession and worship" to "all mankind," whether Christian or not (although it retained a limited
anti-Catholic naturalization oath). Virginia. in its 1785 Act for
Religious Freedom (originally proposed by Thomas Jefferson in
1779). went even further with a ringing declaration "that no
man shall be compelled to frequent or support any religious worship, place or ministry whatsoever . . . but that all men shall be
free to profess and by argument to maintain, their opinions in
matters of religion, and that the same shall in no wise diminish.
enlarge or affect their civil capacities." The Northwest Ordinance.
adopted by the Continental Congress in 1787. extended freedom
of worship and belief into the territories north of the Ohio River.
Finally, under the Constitution and the First Amendment. "no
establishment" and "free exercise" became fundamental principles
of federal law. S
America's 2,000 or so Jews played no significant role in
bringing these developments about. They received their rights
on the federal level along with everybody else, not, as so often
the case in Europe, as part of a special privilege or "Jew bill."
Religious liberty developed from de facto religious pluralism and
a complex web of other social, ideological. political, and economic
factors affecting the nation as a whole. For this reason, Jews
were always able to couch their demands for religious equality
in patriotic terms. In seeking rights for themselves on the state
level, they appealed to principles shared by Americans of all
faiths.6

Initial Jewish Efforts to Attain Equal Rights
The first half-century following the adoption of the Constitution
and First Amendment saw America's small Jewish communities
engaged in a wide variety of local campaigns to achieve equal
rights in the states.
First Amendment guarantees, until the
Supreme Court ruled otherwise in 1940. affected congressional
legislation only; states remained free to engage in religious discrimination.
There was no Jewish communal defense agency,
and much depended on the work of concerned ind ividuals, often
working in concert with sympathetic gentiles.
Typically, Jews
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pointed up contradictions between their rights under the Constitution and their rights under state law, pleaded for religious
equality on the basis of liberty and reason, and then legitimated
their claims by trumpeting their contributions to the war effort
against Britain'?
More often than not, Jews found that their boldness in
defense of Jewish rights eventually paid off. In 1783, for example,
a delegation of prominent Philadelphia Jews petitioned against a
Christological state religious test. They argued that it deprived
them "of the most eminent rights of freemen," and was particulmIy unfair since they had "distinguishedly suffered" for their attachment to the Revolution. Seven years later, when a new state
bill of rights was passed, the problem was remedied. s In 1809,
when several legislators sought to deny Jacob Henry his scat in
the North Carolina House of Commons for refusing to subscribe
to a Christian test oath. he too refused to concede. Instead. he
delivered a celebrated address defending his "natural and unalienable right" to worship according to the dictates of his own
conscience, and won his place. In this case, however. the offensive
test oath remained on the books, apparently unenforced. until a
new constitution was promulgated in 1868.9
The most widely publicized of all religious-liberty cases
took place in Maryland. According to that state's constitution,
anyone assuming an "office of trust or profit" (including lawyers
and jurors) was required to execute a "declaration of belief in
the Christian religion" before being certified. Solomon Elting,
one of the first Jewish merchants in Baltimore, petitioned in
1797 and 1802 to have this law changed, "praying to be placed
on the same footing as other good citizens," but to no avail.!O
It took thirty years, a great deal of help from non-Jewish lawmakers, particularly Thomas Kennedy, and a state political realignment before the bill permitting Jews to subscribe to an
alternative oath won final passage in 1826 by a narrow margin. ll
Christian America or Religious America'!
By 1840 Jews had won formal political equality in twenty-one of
the twenty-six states.
In the others. legal disabilities would
shortly disappear. or would remain largely ullenforced. 12
Yet
full equality still proved elusive. for church-state separation, the
4

prinCiple upon which Jews based so many of their hopes, turned
out t? mea,n different things to different people. Many Americans,
eSl~e~lally Ill. the wake of the Second Great Awakening. the
rellglOus reVival that overtook the country in the early nineteenth
century, h~d come to understand religious liberty in pan-Christian
terms, as If the Constitution aimed only to place all Protestant
de.nominations on an equal footing.
Christianity, according to
~tllS • a,rgument. formed the basis of American society and was
ImplICItly endorsed by the Constitution, even if not mentioned
I' . I 13
.
exp IClt y.
~e legal case for thiS school of interpretation
was made by Justice Joseph Story writing about the First Amendment in his famous Commentaries 011 the COllstitution:
The real object of the amendment was. not to
countenance, much less to advance Mahometanism, or
Judaism. or infidelity, by prostrating Christianity; but
to exclude all rivalry among Christian sects. and to
prevent any national ecclesiastical establishment which
should give to an hierarchy the exclusive patro~age of
the national government. 14
. ~his u.nders.tanding of America as an essentially "Christian
natIOn camed Wide appeal. Leading judges and lav.'Yers, including
James Kent of New York and Theophilus Parsons and Daniel
W~~ster of Massachusetts, endorsed it, and it accorded with
BfltlS~ ~recedent that recognized "the Christian religion . . . as
conslitutmg a part of the common law:· 15 This same view led
S?~th Carolina governor James H. Hammond, in an 1844 Thanksglvmg Day proclamation, to urge citizens of his state "to offer
up their devotions to God the Creator. and his Son Jesus Christ.
the redeemer of the world." In the face of Jewish protests. he
refuse,d t? r?,lent. "Whatever may be the language . . . of (the]
~onstJ.tutlon, he wr?t~. '.'1 know that the civiliZation of the age
IS d~nv~d from Chnstlalllty, t~~t the institutions of this country
are IT1stlT1ct With the same SPIrit. and that it pervades the laws
of the State as it does the manners and I trust the hearts or
our people:'16
.
Ame~ican Jews naturally opposed this "Christian America"
IT1terpretatlOll of the First Amendment. and denied that Christianitv
formed part of the common law. They called instead for "eqtl~;1
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footing" for all religions, Judaism included.
Philadelphia ~ews
thus petitioned for the "rights of freemen, solemnly ascertained
to all men who are not professed Atheists." Jacob Henry argued
that "if a man fulfills the duties of that religion which his education or his Conscience has pointed to him as the true one; no
person . . . has the right to arraign him a~ the bar. of any
inquisition." Mordecai Noah, perhaps the leading A~~f1can Jew
of his day, defined religious liberty as "a mere abolitIOn of all
religious disabilities." "You are free," he explained, "to worship
God in any manner you please; and this liberty of conscience
can not be violated.,,17
This sense of America as a broadly inclusive religious nation,
while understandable as a response to "Christian America," was
quite different from the theory of religion and state espoused by
Thomas Jefferson and James Madison. Jefferson believed that
religion was a personal matter not subject to government jurisdiction at all; we owe to him the famous interpretation of the
First Amendment as "a wall of separation between church and
state." Madison called in a similar vein for the "entire abstinence
of the Government from any interference [with religion 1 in any
way whatever:,18 The view that government should in a nondiscriminatory way sllpport religion did, however, have firm roots
in American tradition. The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 grouped
religion with morality and knowledge as things "necessary to
good government and the happiness of mankind." When the First
Amendment was adopted, Samuel Huntington of Connecticut,
speaking in Congress, quite explicitly sought "to secure the rights
of conscience, and free exercise of the rights of religion, but
not to patronize those who professed no religion at aiL" Several
state constitutions and the writings of men like Benjamin Franklin
all reinforced the same idea: that religion, defined in its broadest
19
sense, benefits society and government alike.
The fact that early American Jews embraced this tradition
explains why, as a community. they never linked their rights to
those of nonbelievers. Nor did they protest when several states,
including Pennsylvania and Maryland, accorded Jews rights that
Indeed, In one unusual petition in
nonhelievers were denied.
1H13. the trustees of New York's Congregation Shearith Israel.
seeking a share of the state's school fund. attacked the

appropriation made to the New York Free School because it
"encourage[ d] parents in habits of indifference to their duties of
religion." ~iding ,:ith Presbyterians. Roman Catholics, Baptists,
and Methodists agamst the school, they praised religious education
as "the. greatest foundation of social happiness," and argued on
the baSIS of "the liberal spirit of our constitution" that funds
should be made available to religiously operated charity schools
as wei 1.20

Derenders or American Jewish Rights
B~ the middle decades of the nineteenth century, thanks to immigrants from Germany and Poland, the American Jewish population
had grown substantially, reaching 15,000 in 1840 and almost 150,000
twenty years later. Jews now formed a sizable and self-conscious
minority community, complete with its own institutions and leaders.
Jews also had their first regular periodicals -- the Occident
(1843.-68), the -:tsmonean (1849-58), and the Israelite (later the
Amencan . Isr~elll~; 1854- ) -- to keep them informed, to help
!hem mamtam tIes with one another, and to promote vigilance
111 defen~e of Jewish rights. Where before church-state violations
(except 111 unusual cases such as the Maryland bill) had usually
been matters of local Jewish concern, now thanks to these newspapers they were trumpeted far and wide. 21
Jews during this period looked to the First Amendment as
a guaran.tor
Jewish rights and used it to legitimate their claims
to. equaltty.
The laws of the country," explained Isaac Leeser,
edl.t~r of the Occident and the foremost traditionalist Jewish
rell~louS leader of his day, "know nothing of any religious profeSSIOn,,, and '~av.e every ma~ to pursue whatever religion he
~~ea.ses..
He mSlsted that neither Christianity, nor Judaism, nor
. mfldellty and atheism" was the law of the land, but that "there
IS here freedom for all, and rights and protection for all."22
R~ligiou~ liberty, to ~eser and most of his fellow Jews,
mean! the fight to worshIp God after the dictates of our own
hearts." Nathaniel. Levin, one of the leading Jewish citizens of
Charle~ton, went o~t of his way to underscore this point when
he delivered a public toast to religious liberty in 1859. "Separate
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man from religion in any of the duties of life," he declared,
"and you degrade him to the level of the brute." Religious liberty,
as he defined it. meant "liberty of conscience" and "freedom of
thought" within a religious context,23 Having defined religious
liberty in this way. mid-nineteenth-century Jews saw no need to
protest that Congress and most state legislatures began their
sessions with religious invocations.
They simply insisted that
Jews be invited to deliver such prayers as well -- and in at
least three cases rabbis were invited to do so. Similarly, when
in 1861 Jews learned that only "regularly ordained minister[s] of
some Christian denomination" could legally serve as regimental
chaplains in the Union army, they did not object to the chaplaincy
itself, although on its face it violated principles of strict churchstate separation. Instead, they campaigned to have the law broadened to include rabbis. which. thanks to support from President
Lincoln, it eventually was. 24
From a Jewish point of view, church-state violations were
no different from anti-Jewish defamations and Christian missionizing. All alike, Jews thought, aimed to deprive them of their
equal status in American society.25
Thanksgiving Day
proclamations that excluded Jews by referring to' Christianity,
references to Americans as a "Christian people," discriminatory
laws anu practices, anti-Jewish slurs and stereotypes, conversionist
sallies, efforts to write Christianity into the Constitution -- these
and similar instances of thoughtlessness, maliciousness, and prejudice seemed to Jews not just wrong but distinctly un-American,
a violation of the Constitution as they understood it,26 They
usually responded forcefully, for as Isaac Leeser explained, Jewish
rights had jealously to be guarded:
Though a captious fault-finding and a constant nervousness to take offense should never be manifested by
Israelites, as unbecoming and unmanly, at the same
time, no public insult either of omission or commission
should be passed over in silence; for we ought to take
good care of our rights and never allow them to be
tacitly violatedP
Rabbi Isaac M. Wise of Cincinnati, America's leading Reform
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rabbi and editor of the American Israelite, was even more vehement
in defense of Jewish rights. He saw Jews engaged in a political
war to safeguard not only their own hard-won equality but
American liberty as well. "Not because we profess Judaism do
we oppose the attempt to crush religious liberty," he wrote in
1865. "we do it because we love liberty and justice, and hold
them in esteem infinitely higher than all earthly gifts."
By
explicitly linking the safeguarding of Jewish rights to the safeguarding of American liberties, he raised Jewish vigilance on
church-state issues to the level of a patriotic duty -- which is
what many Jews have considered it ever since. No wonder, then.
that Wise was so proud of the fact that on these issues he had
fought to the hilt. Looking back late in his life, he claimed,
according to his biographer, that he had never shirked his "duty"
on the issue of civil and religious rights, whatever the cost. 28
Beginning in 1859, individual 'rabbis no longer had to fight
church-state battles on their own. The Board of Delegates of
American Israelites, founded that year, made defense of Jewish
rights one of its central objects, and although it was never truly
representative of the American Jewish community, on these issues
it spoke for a broad constituency. It thus repeatedly objected
to efforts by the National Reform Association to rewrite the
preamble to the Constitution to include references to "Almighty
God," "the Lord Jesus Christ," and "Christian government." It
likewise protested provisions of the 1866 Reconstruction Act
providing that southerners' mandatory oath of allegiance be administered upon the "Holy Evangelists," and was instrumental in
having the form of oath modified. 29 That same year it published
an address to "the friends of Religious Liberty in the State of
North Carolina" attacking an article in the state's proposed new
constitution that would have barred from government office those
who "deny . . . the divine authority of both the Old and New
Testaments."
"Do not enact a Constitution which denies the
equality of citizens whatever their religious profession," the board
implored, reprising Jonas Phil Iips's "Equal footing" demand of
eighty years before. Significantly, the board did not speak out
against all religiolls tests, only those that denied equality to
"good citiZens because they worship God in accordance with
their conscientious convictions.,,30
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Sunday Laws
The issue that most occupied nineteenth-century Jews, and ~hat
remained a ccntral church-state issue well into the twentlcth
century. involved the emotional question of Sunday ("bluc") laws.
regulations that rcquircd all businesses to cI~se do~n. on thc
Christian Sabbath, thereby making it economically dIfficult ~~r
Jcws to rest on their own Sabbath, observed on Sa~urday.. ExpIJClt
discrimination was not the issue here; in theory, If not In effect,
Sunday laws treated Jcws and Christians alike. Indeed, pro~onents
proudly pOinted out that limiting the work ~e~k to SIX days
benefited all workers, made it possible for ChrIStIans to hav~ a
day off to go to church, and ensured that rich and poor al~ke
would have an equal chance to keep Sunday holy without facing
economic hardship. But what seemed to many Christ,ians to be, a
legitimate means of assuring religious "free exercise" wa~ In
Jcwish eyes an effort to "establish" Christianity as the na~lo~lal
rei igion, Jews found laws rcqui~ing observancc of the ChfJstl~n
Sabbath to be religiously coercIve. blamed such laws for lax
observance by Jews of thcir own Sabbath (when most Jews had
to work), and insisted that forcing observant Jews to kecp tw.o
days of rest, their own and the state's, amounted to economic
discrimination. for it required Jews to suffer monetary I~sses on
account of their faith,
The question tested the meamng and
limits of church-state separation, and raised anew the problcm
,
. rig
'ht s. 31
of majority rule versus mlnonty
To be sure, American Christians were by no me~ns of ~ne
mind regarding the "Sunday question," La~s and practIces vaned
from state to state, immigrants from different lands broug~t
divergent Sabbath traditions with them. and Protestant denoml·
nations differed among themselves not only over how the Sabbath
should be observed but whether it should be observcd on Sunday
at all. Seventh Day Baptists. for example. advocated a rcturn to
the biblical Sabbath. Still, all the states in the nincteenth century
enacted Sunday laws in some form or other, and religious leaders
mounted rccurrcnt campaigns to revitalize Sabbath observance,
both by enacting new laws and by promoting e~forcement of
those already on the books, Especially when strictly enforced,
such laws caused Jews a great deal of hardship,32
Jewish responses to Sunday laws covered a broad and re-

vealing spectrum, There were, first of all, a small number of
Jewish leaders who took it for granted that the Christian majority
could exercise some power in shaping the nation's character. and
therefore found Sunday laws unobjectionable. Mordecai Noah,
for example, felt that the laws had "nothing to do with liberty
of conscience at all," but were a "mere local or police regUlation,"
Believing that Jews would enforce similar laws regarding Saturday
if they "possessed a government of their own," he advised Jews
to keep quiet. "Respect to the laws of the land We live in," he
warned, "is the first duty of good citizens ... :tJ3 Half a century
later, Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch of Chicago offered Jews similar advice
a'?eit for .different reasons. As an exponent of social justice:
HIrsch believed that the state had to be "the guardian of the
community's interest, to be the protector of the weaker in the
community." Sunday laws, to his mind, were a form of security
for working pcople. Without them he feared "that for six days'
hire s,even days work will be exacted from all." In his own temple,
he sllJrred the Sabbath day to Sunday in conformity with American
norms. 34
At the opposite extreme stood Jews who considered all
laws to be illegal, a violation of strict church-state separa~Ion. Isaac Leeser, perhaps the best known exponent of this
VIew, characterized Sunday legislation as a Whole as "tyrannical
and unconstitutional:' He argued on the basis of "freedom of
conscience" that Sabbath observance should be left up to the
"conviction of indiViduals," and considered it the "natural right"
of al/ human beings to work whenever and for however long
Indeed, he believed
thcy pleased without state intcrference.
that the Christian Sabbath would have a "stronger hold on the
affections" if it were observed voluntarily, as the Jewish Sabbath
was, rather thnn under coercion,35

S~nday

This argument, resting on basic American principles, was
thoroughly egalitarian; it did not demand exceptions for those
who observed the Sabbath on another day. In 1889, Rabbi David
Philipson made a similar case in opposing Ohio's Sabbath law
and parallel ideas were expressed as late as 1958 in a bold addre~
by Rabbi Harold Silver. Yet the claim, as expressed by Silver,
that the Sabbath is entirely a matter of "private religious conscience" and that "in a democracy like ours, a man has the right
to work or rest seven days a week or none" never won widespread
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support It not only alienated many workers who thought otherwise, it also logically required Jews to oppose other forms of
labor legislation, including the minimum wage and the forty-hour
week.
Moreover, it ran afoul of the courts, which generally
declared that states could legally enact blue laws on the basis
36
of their well-accepted right to regulate trade.
The strategy that succeeded better and enlisted more widespread support was a live-and-let-Iive attitude toward Sunday
blue laws, a middle-ground position. It saw Jews acquiesce to
the laws on the basis of their social and religious benefits, while
insisting upon exemptions for those. like themselves, who observed
the Sabbath on the seventh day of the week. As early as 1817,
a Jewish lawyer named Zalegman Phillips, the son of Jonas Phillips,
argued in this vein, seeking to persuade a Philadelphia judge
that "those who profess the Jewish religion and others who keep
the seventh day" should be exempted from blue laws on freedomof-religion grounds.
Without contesting the application of the
laws to others, he declared tllat the Decalogue, according to
Jewish tradition, not only commanded rest on the seventh day
but also labor on the previous six, and that Jews should therefore
not be obliged to close their businesses on both Saturday and
Sunday.37 Phillips lost his case, but his argument -- that Jews
and others who Jbserved Sabbath on Saturday should be exempt
from Sunday legislation -- won considerable popular support.
Leading early-nineteenth-century proponents of Sunday legislation,
faced with charges that blue laws violated freedom of conscience,
advocated exemptions for all who conscientiously observed the
Sabbath on Saturday, and in time several states (twenty-four by
1908) enacted them into law. Following the model of New York's
1860 statute, however, most only permitted adherents of the
Saturday-Sabbath to labor in private where others would not be
disturbed; stores and other businesses operating in public had to
remain closed. 38
Many Jews nevertheless applauded this approach to the
Sunday law problem as a sensible compromise. In 1838, a group
of Pennsylvania Jews (writing in a memorial that was composed
bUI apparently never sent) thus expressed a willingness "to yield
any outdoor occupations which might be offensive to the community
at large on the First day of tile week." as well as indoor labors
that might disturb Christians "in their public or domestic de-

v?tions," so long as they could be assured the right to follow
"mdoor occupations , .. in a quiet and orderly manner" and to
attend "to their field labors if occasion should require the same,"
A hal~-ce~tury later, Rabbi Isaac M. Wise lauded a similar accom~odatlOtlIst approach to Sunday laws as "sensible and constitutional
m ha:mony with the idea of personal liberty." The Union of
AmerIcan Hebrew Congregations, founded in 1873, agreed. Its
~es~lutio~s did not. O,;!,ose Sunday laws as a whole, but only
~nJlIst .lIld oppressIve
ones. It sought equality for Jews, the
r~ght fo~ them to keep their Sabbath and still be able to work
SIX days like everybody else. nothing more. 39
Louis Marshall, the foremost American Jewish leader of the
early twentieth century, also backed this approach. He urged
the New York State legislature to agree that
No person who observes the seventh day of the week
as the Sabbath, and actually refrains from secular
business and labor on that day, or from sundown on
Frida~ to sundow~ on Saturday, shall be liable to prosecutIOn for carrylllg on secular business or performing
I~bor on Sunday, provided public worship is not thereby
disturbed.
He claimed to have support for his bill from Orthodox and Liberal
Jews, ~s well as from the membership of the American Jewish
Commlttee.40
,
By. supporting exemptions, rather than opposing Sunday
Id':S entirely, Jews were able to project a proreligion, pro-Sabbath
attItude. even as they spoke of religious freedom and sought to
advance thei.r own ~oals. The very names assumed by twentiethcentury jeWIsh anti-blue-law organizations -- "Upholders of the
Sahbath" a.n~ the "Jewish Sabbath Alliance" (the Jewish answer
t~ t,he Chr~stJan "Lord's Day Alliance") -- underscored this point.
~Imllarly, III advocating exemptions for Jews, Louis Marshall
first defended Sunday laws, and then explained that he sought
to, ~~tend the same Sabbath benefits without accompanying disabIlitIes to the minority that rested on a different day of the
week." "Every right-thinking man must favor one day of rest in
seven, he agreed, "but no right-thinking man should compel
another to observe two days in seven."41
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In the final analysis, of course. it was not the policy of
granting Jews exceptions that won the day so much as t~e adva,nce
of the five-day work week that made the whole problem IncreasIngly moot. Supported by Jews and Christians alike for social and
economic as well as religious reasons, the five-day week created,
in effect, two possible days of rest. This. plus changing consumer
habits, the decline of small-merchant ("mom and pop") businesses.
and pressure from department stores seeking to remain open
seven days a week, led many states in the 1970s and '80s to
modify their blue laws; some abandoned them alt~get~ler. S~iII,
the lesson of the long battle over Sunday laws remains lI1structlve.
On this issue. the hulk of the Jewi~h community pragmatjCall~
supported a proreligion. live-and-Iet-hve stance that took Jews
own special needs into account. 42

The Shift to Separation ism
The last third of the nineteenth century witnessed a momentous
change in American Jewish attitudes toward issues of religion
and state. Where before, as we have seen, the community generally
adhered to a prorcligion stance, supporting impartial government
aid to all religions as long as Judaism was treated equally, now
an increasing number of Jews spoke out unequivocally for a government free of allY religious influence whatsoever, a secular state.
To some extent this retlected the changing spirit of the times.
In the post-Civil War decades. James Turner has recently shown.
agnosticism emerged as a respectable alternative to traditional
religion:
"Disbelief in God was. for the first time, plausible
enough to grow beyond a rare eccentricity and to stake ou~ a
sizable permanent niche in American culture." Even more Important, however, is the fact that Jews during this period found
to their dismay that calls for religious equality fell more and
more on deaf ears.
The spiritual crisis and internal divisions
that plagued Protestant America during this era -- one that confronted all American religious groups with the staggering implications of Darwinism and biblical criticism -- drove Evangelicals
and liberals alike to renew their particularistic calls for a
"Christian America," Evangelical leaders championed anti modernist
legislation to protect the "Christian Sabbath," to institute "Christian
14

temperance," to reintroduce Christianity into the schoolroom.
and to write Christian morality into American law codes. Liberal
Christians may have been somewhat more circumspect, but as
Robert Handy indicates, their goal too was "in many respects a
spiritualized and idealized restatement of the search for a
speci~icall~ C,luisti:Jn society in an age of freedom and progress:,43
The ImplicatIon, spelled out in 1867 by a writer in the American
Presbyterian and Theological Review, was that non-Protestants
could /lever win full acceptance as equals:
This is a Christian Republic, our Christianity being of
the Protestant type. People who are not Christians,
and people called Christians, but who are not Protestants
dwell among us, but they did not build this house.
We have never shut our doors against them, but if
they come. they must take up with such accommodations
as we have . . . If anyone, coming among us finds
that this arrangement is uncomfortable, perhaps he
will do well to try some other country. The world is
wide; there is more land to be possessed; let him go
and make a beginning for himself as our fathers did
for us; as for this land, we have taken possession of
it in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ; and if he
will give us grace to do it, we mean to hold it for
him till he comes. 44
A proposed "Christian Amendment" designed to write "the Lord
Jesus Christ" and the "Christian" basis of national life into the
text of the Constitution attempted to ensure that these aims
would be speedily realized. Then, in 1892, the Supreme Court in
Church of the Holy Trinity v. United States declared that the
United States actually was a "Christian Nation:'
The justice
who wrote this decision, David Brewer, the son of a missionary,
subs~quently added insult to injury by defending his views in a
publJshed lecture, The United States -. A Chnstian Nation (1905)
where he relegated Judaism to the level of a tolerated creed.45
•
Jews, all too familiar with the anti-JewiSh rhetoric of
Christian romantics in Europe. were understandably alarmed by
these developments. As in the Old World so in the New. they
thought, proponents of religion were allying themselves with the
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forces of reaction. "The Protestants come now and say defiantly
that this is a Protestant country," Rabbi Max Lilienthal warned
in a celebrated public address in 1870. "When I left Europe I
came to this country because I believed it to be free." In search
of a safe haven, many Jews now settled down firmly in the freethinking liberal camp; it seemed far more hospitable to Jewish
interests. They also turned increasingly toward a more vehement
response to "Christian America" claims -- the doctrine of strict
separation. 46
Strict church-state separation was, of course, an old idea
in America; its roots lay deeply embedded in colonial and European
thought. As we have seen, the idea had been embraced by Thomas
Jefferson and James Madison, who believed that the state should
be utterly secular, religion being purely a matter of personal
preference. While certainly not hostile to religion. they believed
that religious divisions were salutary and that religious truth
would be most likely to nourish in a completely nOllcoercive
atmosphere. "Whilst we assert for ourselves a freedom to embrace,
to profess, and to observe the religion which we believe to be
of divine origin," Madison wrote in his Memorial and Remonstrance
(1785), "we cannot deny an equal freedom to those whose minds
have not yet yielded to the evidence which has convinced us."
Jefferson refused to proclaim so much as a Thanksgiving Day
lest he "indirectly assume to the United States an authority over
religious exercises."47 However. theirs was a decidedly minority
view that fell into disfavor with the revival of national religious
fervor early in the nineteenth century. It was only now, in the
post-Civil War era and as a response to "Christian America"
agitation, that strict separation attracted a school of new adherents.
Jews became particularly ardent supporters of the JeffersonMadison position. Alarmed by the tenor of public debate, they
began to participate in such groups as the Free Religion Association and the National Liberty League, both dedicated to complete
church-state separation. Notable Reform Jewish leaders, including
rabbis Isaac M. Wise, Bernhard Felsenthal, and Max Schlesinger,
as well as the Jewish lay leader Mortiz Ellinger, embraced the
separationist agenda spelled out in The Index, edited by Francis
Abbot. "The issue of church-state relations," observes Professor
Benny Kraut, "precipitated a natural, pragmatic alliance uniting

Jews. liberal Christians. religious freethinkers. and seculari~ts in
re.ligious and th.eological differen~es~ ~ot.
us In 1868, RabbI Max Lilienthal elevated
compl,ete chllr~h-state separation to one of the central tenets f
Ameflcan Judi.lJsm:
0

~~~~~;dj~:~~2B tI~;

(WJe ar.~ going to lay o,ur cornerstone with the sublime
m?tto, Eternal separation of state and chUrch!" For
thIS reason ,we shall never favor or ask any support
for ~ur vanous benevolent institutions by the state'
~nd .If offered, we shOUld not only refuse, but rejeci
It wltl.l scorn and indignation, for those measures are
the fIrst. sophistical, well-premeditated steps for a
future Ull/on of chUrch and state. Sectarian institutions
mus~ be supported by their sectarian followers; the
publiC purse and treasury dares not be fill d t d
e. axe
•'JJld'emp t'le( I /'or sectarian purposes.49
Lilienthal's Cincinnati colleague. Rabbi Isaac M W'
year later that "the State has no religion Ilavi~sge'nPorocll~i~ed
It cannot im 0 '
r '
'
re Ig:on
or child ,,50 PC~. any, re IgJO~s instruction on the citizen. aduli
. '.
Icago s Rabbi Bernhard Felsenthal, in an 1875
polemIc wrrtten to prove that "ours is not a Christian civilization"
went even further:
'

~

God be praised that church and state are separated in
our co~ntry! God be praised that the constitution of
the Unrted St,ates and of the single states are now all
freed from thiS danger-breeding idea! God be praised
that they
are " a th els
. t'Ica,I" as they have been accused
,
~f . bemg by some over-zealous, dark warriors who
eSlre to .overcome the nineteenth century and to
restore agam the fourteenth century God be
. d
'praise
th t h'
a t IS ha.s b~en accomplished in our Union and may
our constitutIOns and state inst,'tutl'ons
.
.. tl ' . I" .
remam
a lelstlca Just as our manufactories, our banks a d
our commerce are.51
• n
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after another. The Union of American Hebrew Congregations
(not originally intended to be an organ of the Reform movement),
for example. in 1876 expressed its support for the "Congress of
Liberals" in its efforts "to secularize the State completely." The
Central Conference of American Rabbis, meeting in 1892, leveled
a similarly emphatic protest "against all religious legislation as
subversive of religious liberty.,,52
To be sure, as Shlomith Yahalom has shown, Jewish advocates
of church-state separation stopped short of supporting the blatantly
antireligious planks advocated by some separationist organizations.
Calls by the Liberal League, the American Association for the
Advancement of Atheism. and others for taxation of church property, elimination of chaplains from the public payrolls, abolition
of court and inaugural oaths, and removal of the phrase "In God
We Trust" from the currency never won serious Jewish support,
even from those who seconded their larger objectives.53 Indeed,
the Central Conference of American Rabbis, in attacking religious
legislation in 1892. went out of its way to recognize at the same
time "the value of religious sentiment." Similarly, Rabbi David
Philipson, a champion of strict separation. (naively) records his
"amazement" at finding that the American Secular Union. which
he had been invited to address on church-state separation. "was
practically an irreligious organization." One speaker, he writes,
so outraged him "that ... I cast my manuscript aside" and spoke
instead "on religion ami the Bihle.',54 Eager to foster voluntary
adherence to religion, even as they sought to combat any form
of state religion, American Jews sought to steer a middle course.
They embraced separationism in theory as the best and most
legitimate defense against a Christian-dominated state, but as a
practical matter they were much more circumspect and pragmatic,
generally keeping in mind other competing considerations and
speaking up only in those instances when they believed Jewish
interests to be genuinely at risk.

The Battle Over Religion in the Public Schools
The issue that stood at the heart of church-state debates in
late-nineteenth- and twentieth-century America and affected
American Jews significantly concerned the emotional question of
18

religion in the public schools. Open to rich and poor children
alike, organized on a uniform and systematic basis, largely taxsupported, and dedicated to moral education and good citizenship,
these schools emerged in America during the three decades prior
55
to the Civil War.
Whatever their claims to the contrary, the
schools then were culturally Protestant: "They associated Protestant
Christianity with republicanism, with economic progress, and
'th . t ,,56
C . I
,;'
~Ir ue.
.
urncu um and textbooks were, consequently,
flfe with matenal that Catholics and Jews found offensive. As
early as the 1840s. New York Jews are known to have protested
the use of such textbooks in the public schools, but to no avail;
the board of education, controlled by Protestants. refused to
declare stories about the "Son of God" or readings from the New
Testament out of bounds. As a result, Jews who could afford to
do so sent their children to Jewish schools -- which flourished
not only in New York but in every major city where Jews lived.57
But not for long. As public schools, under pressure from
Catholics and others, became more religiously sensitive, Jews
flock~d to them for they were free, convenient, often educationally
superior, and usually far more commodious than their Jewish
counterparts. Furthermore, public schools had in a short time
be~ome symbols of American democracy: "temples of liberty,"
Julius Freiberg of Cincinnati once called them, where "children
of the high and low. rich and poor, Protestants, Catholics and
Jews, mingle together, play together. and are taught that we are
a free people. striving to elevate mankind, and to respect one
another:'58 As such, the schools came to have an insurmountable
advantage over "sectarian" schools; Jews perceived them as an
entree to .America itself and supported them as a patriotic duty.
By the mId 18705, most Jewish day schools had closed, replaced
by Sabbath, Sunday, and afternoon supplementary schools. "It is
our settled opinion here," Rabbi Isaac M. Wise reported to the
U.S. Commissioner of Education in 1870. "that the edUcation of
the young is the bUsiness of the State, and that religious instruction . . . is the duty of religious bodies. Neither ought to
inter.fere with the other. The secular branches belong to the
public schools, religion in the Sabbath schools, exclusively.',59
.
Wi~~'s "settled opinion," Lloyd Gartner points out, "became
Ideology.
To attend public schools and to guard them from
sectarianism became not just a matter of Jewish communal interest
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but a patriotic obligation as well. In carrying out this "obligation,"
however, Jews frequently came into conflict with their Protestant
and Catholic neighbors. Many schools, for example, began the
day with morning religious exercises "usually including, in whole
or in part, reading of the King James version of the Bible, reciting
of some form of prayer, and singing of hymns." In several states
such devotions were even mandated by state law, on the theory
that public schools should not be "godless," and that while
"sectarianism" was constitutionally enjoined, religion (which usually
meant Protestantism) was not. 60 A Texas court, in a 1908 opinion,
upheld this view, and defended it with an argument that many
at the time found convincing:
Christianity is so interwoven with the web and woof
of the state government that to sustain the contention
that the Constitution prohibits reading of the Bible.
offering prayers, or singing songs of a religious
character in any public building of the government
would produce a condition bordering upon moral anarchy
61

The problem faced by American Jews was how to dissent
from this approach without embracing the very "godlessness"
that so many devout Christians sought to preclude. Since the
public school symbolized American ideals, Jews wanted their
children to be treated in accordance with what they believed
those ideals demanded. They wanted the public schools to make
their children "Americans," not Christians. It was not enough,
then, that most states, particularly in the twentieth century,
made provisions for students who wished to be excused from
rei igious exercises, for coercion was not t he major issue. 62
I nstead, as so often before. the issue was one of religious equality.
Jews sought to have schools and other public institutions that
would be "undisturbed," in the words of Rabbi Max Lilienthal,
"by sectarian strife and bigoted narrow-mindedness.',63
How to achieve this goal proved a most difficult problem.
Rabbi Isaac M. Wise sought to make religion a private affair:
"Parents, guardian~ and especially clergymen must make it their
business to teach religion," he wrote in 1869, "the public school
can not do it."64 Later that year, when the Cincinnati school
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board. in an effort to placate the city's CathOlics, resolved to
dispense with the reading of the Bible in the public schools, he
was pleased. Indeed, he and Max Lilienthal were among those
who loudly supported the board's decision when it was challenged
in court by outraged Protestants. Denouncing both Catholic and
Protestant leaders as religious fanatics, the former for seeking
to destroy the public schools in favor of Catholic ones and the
latter for seeking to make the schools Protestant, Lilienthal, in
a celebrated address, firmly aligned himself with "the Americans"
-- those who favored, as he did, religious liberty and freedom of
65
conscience.
This strategy -- to associate the position claimed
by Jews with the patriotic position on church and state .- was
widely emUlated.
"Opposition to sectarianism," explained one
Jewish pamphleteer in 1906, "is not an indication of hostility to
Christianity but of devotion to American ideals.',66
Much as they opposed sectarianism in the public schools.
many Jews in this period sympathized with Christian fears that
schools devoid of religion might become secular and "godless."
They searched. therefore, for some way of reconciling their belief
in church-state separation with their conviction. that education
needed to be (in Max Lilienthal's words) "thoroughly . . . preeminently and essentially Godful." Lilienthal himself urged educators to stress the importance of "good deeds and actions."
Teach young people "to cling to that sacred covenant of mutual
love, mutual good will, and forbearance . . . ," he wrote, "and
you will make our schools Godful and truly religious in the noblest
sense of the word."67 Rabbi Bernhard Felsenthal, a Reform rabbi
in Chicago, called for "instruction in unsectarian ethics."
In a
letter to the Nation, he sketched out a program of "systematic
ethical instruction," carefully avoiding any mention of God, covering all grades, and embracing such concepts as "virtue and vice,
equanimity and passion, good and evil, true and untrue, egoism
and altruism, and so forth."68 This, however, did not satisfY
the more Orthodox editors of the American Hebrew. Calling it
"absurd to ask that the State should support schools and identifY
them with agnosticism," they called on government to teach not
just bland ethics but
. . . the three great rei igious facts upon the verity of
which all religions are united, viz.:
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1. The existence of God,
2. The responsibility of man to his Maker,
3. The immortality of the soul.
These principles did not, to their mind, conflict with churchstate separation for they were "nonsectarian" and represented a
religious consensus.
Foreshadowing arguments that would be
widely heard a century later, they warned that. it would ,b~ "just
as wrong to associate the schools with implIed agnosticism as
"
with any sectarianism,,,69
The twentieth century brought with It no resolution to the
public-school problem. Fueled in part by mains~rea~, Protesta,nts
who saw public schools as a vehicle for Amencamzmg the Immigrants and stemming their own movement's decline, press~re
to strengthen the religious component of ~tate-sponsored education
heightened. Jewish pupils suffered particularly a~utely, for both
prayers and Bible readings tended to be cast In a Protestant
mold; in some cases, they even included New Test~ment passages
that doomed Jews to eternal damnation. Determined to protect
Jewish children. the Reform movement's Central Confer.ence of
American Rabbis, in 1906, established a standing commIttee ?n
church and state to collect information and work for JeWIsh
rights.1°
,
.
'
Initially, the committee focused all Its attention o~ battlmg
"sectarianism in the public schools." It marshaled eVIdence to
prove that "morning religious exercises" in most public schools
involved "Protestant religious worship" and argu~d that, a~ suc.h,
the exercises were both offensive and un-Amencan. Un,lty dISsolved, however, when the question turned to ~h~t functIon ~he
public schools should play in the realm of re~lglo~ and ~thi~s.
In 1911, Rabbi Tobias Schanfarber opposed ethIcal Instruc~lon m
the public schools, believing that ethics could not be divorced
from religion and that "the secular ch~ra.cter o~, the publi~ schoo.ls
should be maintained sacred and mVlolable.
Rab?1 Martm
Zielonka, appealing to "all who have the welfar~ ~f childhood at
heart," disagreed. "In our anxiety to keep reitglOn. out of the
schools," he warned, "let us not prove our excessIve zeal by
. ,,71
·
seeking to keep out mora I InstructIon.
The same kind of debate took place over the so-called Gary
Plan, initiated in Gary, Indiana, in 1913, permitting released time
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during the school day for moral and religious instruction outside
of school property. Many rabbis were opposed to the plan, despite
its nationwide popularity, fearing that once the wall between
church and state was breached "the religion of the majority will
receive general sanction." One rabbi went so far as to urge his
colleagues to line up with the Free Thinking Society and fight
the Gary Plan tooth and nail. Rabbi Samuel Schulman of New
York, on the other hand, supported the plan with certain changes
and urged his colleagues to become more accommodationist and
proreligious in their policies. The CCAR, he proclaimed, "should
not content itself merely with the negative attitude of insisting
upon the complete separation of church and state, but should,
wherever it can, constructively and helpfully meet all efforts
made for the improvement of ethical and religious education In
the nation."72
As one of the leading American rabbis of his day, Schulman
actually sought to change the whole tenor of church-state thinking
within the American Jewish community. In a private letter to
Samson Benderly, director of New York's Bureau of Jewish Education, he explained why:
In America, we have a unique and therefore, very
delicate problem. We, of course, want to keep religion,
Bible reading, hymn singing out of the public schools.
At the same time we know that there is not enough
efficient moral and religious education in the country
. . . . Jews make a mistake in thinking only of themselves and assuming always a negative and critical
attitude. They must supplement that negative attitude
with a constructive policy. OtheIWise, they will soon
be classed in the minds of the Christian men and women
in this country with the free-thinkers and with those
who have no interest in the religious education of the
youth. That, of course, is undesirable both because it
is contrary to our genius as Jews and also contrary to
the real spirit of Americanism, which while not ecclesiastical, and separates Church from State, has always
been religious.?3
Many of the leading figures in Reform JUdaism, including
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rabbis Samuel Sale and Julian Morgenstern, came to agree with
Schulman, and in 1926, in a highly significant and much disputed
policy departure, the Dismissal Plan, a modified version of the
Gary Plan that called on schools to "reduce their time schedule
by . . . one hour or more at the end of the school day," won
CCAR approval, in the hope that parents would devote the time
gained to their children's religious education.
Related plans
were endorsed by the Conservative movement's United Synagogue
of America and by the Commission of Jewish Education of the
(Reform) Union of American Hebrew Congregations.74
Louis
Marshall was prepared to go even further.
He believed that
released time during the school day was constitutional and "highly
commendable," and urged his fellow Jews to support the idea,
fearing that "unless something of this sort is done, we shall
have a Godless community,',75
Fears of godlessness, however, were soon drowned out by
renewed fears of Christianization, as evidence mounted that released-time programs were being abused.
"Practices employed
by overenthusiastic religious groups in many communities," the
American Jewish Year Book reported in 1947, "not only involve
the public schools as a co-partner in the enforcement of their
own sectarian instruction, but employ public school facilities
... ," Teachers in some communities pressured students to attend
religious classes; in others, Jewish students were taunted for
studying apart from everybody else. In one unhappy incident,
public-school children were asked to pledge allegiance to a
"Christian flag" as a mark of their "respect for the Christian
religion.,,76 The dilemma that American Jews faced, especially
in the 1940s, was whether, given these abuses, released-time
programs should be opposed everywhere, even at the risk of
being seen as "godless," or whether in the interests of Jewish
education, as well as goodwill and interfaith harmony, only the
abuses themselves should be attacked, not the program as a whole.
Rabbis themselves were divided on the issue: in one memorable
case, the Northern California Board of Rabbis opposed a releasedtime bill, while the Southern California Board supported itl
Conservative and Orthodox rabbis tended to be more sympathetic
to such plans than Reform rabbis, although the Conservative
Rabbinical Assembly went on record in 1946 against any form of
religion in the public schools, released time included. And even
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in Reform congregations, the issue sometimes pitted rabbis opposed
to rclcascu lime on principle agail1st congregants who pragmatically
sought to make the plan work, if only for the sake "of good
public relations,',77
. The Supreme Court uecision in McCollum v. Board of Educarum (1948), declaring unconstitutional releaseu-time plans that
used public-school classrooms for religious instruction during
regular school hours, strengthened the hands of those in the
Jewish community who favored a high wall of separation between
chu~ch and state.
The Synagogue Council of America (represent~ng Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform rabbinic anu congregational associations) as well as the organizations associated
with the ~ational Community Relations AdVisory Council (NCRAC),
founued In 1944 as the national coordinating body in the field of
Jewish community relations (representing the American Jewish
Committee, the American Jewish Congress, the Anti-Defamation
League of IJ'naj IJ'rith, the Jewish Labor Committee and the
Jewish War Veterans), had all filed amici curiae (frie~ds of the
court) briefs in the case supporting the McCollums. This raised
some eyebrows since the McCollums were atheists, but most Jewish
organizations felt that Jews had a compelling interest in the
case, especially given the abuses that released-time programs
entailed. When the Supreme Court declared that "both religion
and ~ovcr~ment can best. work to achieve their lofty aims if
each IS I~ft .free from the other within its respective sphere,"
the organizations felt vinuicated. 78 A month after the decision,
the Synagogue Council of America and NCRAC, allied in a Joint
Con:mittee on .Religion and the Public Schools (later the Joint
AdVISOry Comml.tte~ on Religion and the State), issued an important
statement of prinCiples embodying the new spirit that McCollum
hau unlooseu. "The maintenance and furtherance of religion are
the responsibility of the synagogue, the church and the home,"
the sta,tement declare~. It proceeded to condemn not only religious
educatIOn and sectarian observances in the public schools, but
also all government aid (other than lUnches and medical and dental
services) to denominational schools.79
Major Jewish organizations scarcely deviated from this
position in the ensuing uecaues; inueed, it representeu somewhat
of a Jewish consensus for over a generation. During these years,
the Supreme Court became increasingly inVOlved in church-state
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problems _. a consequence of Cantwell v. Connecticut (1940),
which appl ied "the I iberties guaranteed by the First Amend ment"
to the states under terms of the Fourteenth Amendment -- and
Jewish organizational activities, as a result, shifted ever more
toward the legal arena. The American Jewish Committee, the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, and the American Jewish
Congress became particularly active in this realm -- especially
the latter, whose Commission on Law and Social Action. directed
for many years by attorney Leo Pfeffer, maintained "an absolutist
approach to the First Amendment." Pfeffer's view that "complete
separation of church and state is best for the church and best
for the state, and secures freedom for both" seemed to most
Jews to be both logically consistent and historically convincing. 80
The Supreme Court appeared increasingly to agree. In a
critical decision, Engel v. Vitale (1962), it outlawed state-composed
prayers as constituting an impermissible establishment of religion.
The particular prayer involved was a nondenominational one composed by the New York Board of Regents and actually approved
by several rabbis, including Rabbi Menahem Schneerson, the
Lubavitcher Rebbe, who argued that "it is necessary to engrave
upon the child's mind the idea that any wrongdoing is an offense
against the divine authority and order."81 But the overwhelming
majority of American Jews, along with many liberal Christians,
applauded the decision, notwithstanding the firestorm of protest
from Evangelicals, and hailed it "as an affirmation of the position
they had long espoused." The same kind of reactions greeted
the Court's complementary decision a year later, in Abington
Township School District v. Schempp (1963), outlawing all devotional reading of the Bible in the public schools, including the
practice of reciting the Lord's Prayer. 82
With these two decisions, the long agonizing battle over
the character of America's public schools -- a battle that, as we
have seen. really renected divergent views over the character of
the nation as a whole -- was, from a legal point of view, effectively settled. Jewish organizations continued to keep a vigilant
watch lest rei igion reenter classrooms through the backdoor via
mandated teaching of "creationism" or other devices. and the
Supreme Court on several occasions found it necessary to reiterate.
i15 it did in Wallace v. JajJrce (1985), that state encouragement
of school prayer was unconstitutional. 83 But the central focus
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of church-state controversy now shifted from the public schools
to public funding of religious schools. And on this issue Jews
found themselves seriously connicted.

State Aid to Parochial Schools
Unlike other church-state issues that aroused Jewish concern,
state aid to parochial schools did not involve the question of
Jewish equality. Where Sunday closing laws and prayer in the
public schools clearly disadvantaged Jews and could be fought on
the basis of Jewish group interests as well as minority rights,
state aid to parochial schools was offered to Christian and Jewish
schools alike. The issue, then, was not the "equal footing" demand
insisted upon since the days of Jonas Phillips, but rather the
"wall of separation" axiom upon which Jews had built so much
of their twentieth-century church-state philosophy. The debate,
which began in earnest in the 1960s, pitted advocates of principle,
who felt that any breach in the "wall of separation" would affect
America and its Jews adversely. against proponents of pragmatism.
who argued for an accommodationist policy benefiting Jewish
days schools, interfaith relations, and American education as a
whole.
In early America, before the modern public-school system
existed, Jews readily supported state aid to parochial schools,
and at least in New York City received funds on the same basis
as Protestant and Catholics.84 With the rise of the "nonsectarian"
public school and the developing view that parochial (especially
Catholic) schools were separatist, if not indeed un-American.
most church schools lost state funding, and. as we have seen,
most Jewish day schools closed down. In 1927 there were no
more than twelve Jewish parochial schools in the whole United
85
States.
Consequently, the issue of state aid to parochial schools
scarcely arose in Jewish circles during this period. In one case,

Pierce v. Society of the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and
Mary (J925). the Supreme COllrt ruled unconstitutional a Ku Klux

Klan-sponsored anti-Catholic Oregon law that sought to require
all parents to send their children to public schools. In another
case, Cochran v. Louisiana State Board of Education (1930), the
Court permitted the State of Louisiana to lend secular textbooks
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to schoolchildren who attended parochial schools. Neither cas~,
however affected the great majority of Jews directly. Yet LoUIS
Marshali, representing the American Jewish Committee in ~n
amicus Cllriae brief opposing Oregon's public-school law, did
enunciate a basic principle -- the right of parents to control
the education of their children and to send them to private schools
__ that made all subsequent debate possible. Attacking as "an
invasion of liberty" any effort to make public schools "the only
medium of education in this country," Marshall pointed out that
private schools could in many cases accom~lish what .public schools
could not -- including "religious instruction, the Importance of
which cannot be minimized."86
The growth of parochial schools, Catholic and Jewish alike.
during the 1940s. coupled with heightened national concern over
the quality of primary education. led to rene,:e~ pressu.re on
behalf of state and federal measures to grant limited assistance
to parochial schools on the basis of the "child benefit. theory,"
the idea, supported by the Supreme Court, that state aid could
be extended to parochial-school children so long as "the school
87
As early
children and the state alone are the beneficiaries."
as 1945, the Central Conference of American Rabbis had expressed
concern over this .oevelopment. In the wake of Everson v. Board
of Education of Ewing Township (1947), an imp~rtant case that
ermitted states to fund the cost of transportmg students to
P
.
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parochial schools, this concern turned mto rea ~ arm.
. e
wall of separation between the church and state IS sure!y bemg
breached," Rabbi Joseph Fink, chairman of the CommIttee on
Church and State, exclaimed. He called on his colleagues to do
all they could to uphold the status quo. For a time, leading
Jewish organizations and religious bodies, including the Orthodox,
united behind the 1948 Synagogue Council-NCRAC statement
broadly opposing all government aid to parochial schools. Beginning in the 1950s, how~ver, demands 8~or a reevaluation of this
policy sounded from a vanety of quarters.
In 1952, Will Herberg, author of Judaism and Modem Man
and considered at the time "a fresh voice in the world of modern
religious thought," published in Commentary mag~zine a. wi~ely
read article urging Americans of all faiths to rethtnk their vl.e,:s
on the problem of church and state given the new pluralistiC
realities of American life. Herberg was especially harsh on his
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fellow Jews.
"Judging by their public expressions," he wrote,
"they seem to share the basic secularist presupposition that religion
is a 'private matter' -- in the minimizing sense of 'merely private'
-- and therefore peripheral to the vital areas of social life and
He urged Jews to "rid themselves of the[ir] narrow
culture."
and crippling minority-group defensiveness," called for interreligious
harmony, and insisted that Jews had little to fear from proposals
to extend Iimited federal aid to parochial schools.9° Six years
later, Rabbi Arthur Gilbert reiterated some of these same concerns
in an address to his Reform colleagues at the annual convention
of the Central Conference of American Rabbis. "Our record is
stuck in its groove," he warned, and he specifically attacked
Reform opposition to the use of public funds to pay for the
transportation of parochial-school children.
Drawing from his
own experience at the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
he called for policy positions "that appear to be more realistic
and re::.pond in a more sophisticated fashion to the temper and
needs of today's society."91
While still highly unusual in the 1950s. by the 1960s these
views were gaining a more respectful hearing. For one thing.
advocates of Jewish day schools found themselves increasingly in
sympathy with their Catholic counterparts; like them they complained that. on account of their religious beliefs they were unfairly
required to pay twice for education. Moreover, public education
itself was under widespread attack. Some turned to parochial
schools looking for higher quality education; others, shocked by
Russia's success in launching the Sputnik satellite, advocated
enhanced federal aid to all schools in America, public and parochial
alike. Thus, in 1962, the American lewisII Year Book, reviewing
the events of the previous year, noticed for the first time that
"unexpectedly strong support for the Catholic position [favoring
state aid to parochial schools] appeared within the Jewish community, especially among the Orthodox." Rabbi Moshe Sherer,
executive vice president of Agudath Israel of America, had testified
before Congress in support of federal aid to private and parochial
schools. arguing that Jewish day schools faced "extremely difficult
financial circumstances." He was soon joined by representatives
of the National Council of Young Israel and the Jewish day-school
Even more surprisingly, aid to
organization, Torah Umesorah.
parochial schools was simultaneously endorsed by a leading Con29

servative Jewish layman, Charles H. Silver, who was also at the
92
.
time president of the New York City board of education.
In the years that followed, calls for· change sounded In
more and more circles. Professors Jakob J. Petuchowski of Hebrew
Union College and Seymour Siegel of the Jewish Theological
Seminary spoke out on the issue, supporting not only state aid
to parochial schools but abandonment of the whole separationist
agenda in favor of a more proreligious, "equal-footing" stanc~.
Milton Himmelfarb, writing in Commentary, posed a pragmatic
argument for change:

It is time we actually weighed the utility and cost of
education against the utility and cost of separationism.
All the evidence in America points to education. more
than anything else, influencing adherence to democracy
and egalitarianism. All the evidence points to Catholic
parochial education having the same influence . . . .
Something that nurtures a humane, liberal democracy
is rather more important to Jews than twenty-fourkarat separationism. 93
At the same time, Orthodox leaders insisted that aid to
parochial schools was "good for Torah," "good for the Jews," and
"good for America." It was, they argued, "both constitutional
and equitable" for the government to share the cost of secular
programs, since the government required such programs, set
standards for what they should contain, anu uerived benefit from
the well-educated citizens they produced.94 In 1965, when Congress debated the Elementary and Secondary Education Act that
included "child benefit" money earmarked for special educational
services to parochial and private schools, intra-Jewish divisions
came out into the open. Jewish spokesmen testified on both
sides of the issue, and as a result of the debate the National
Jewish Commission on Law and Public Affairs (COLPA) was formed
to support aid to parochial schools and to promote the rights
and interests of the "observant Jewish community.,,95
Since then, the Jewish community has consistently spoken
with two voices on programs to assist secular education in parochial schools. Most Jewish organizations continue to condemn
them on "no establishment" grounds. Any breach in the "wall of
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separation between church and state," they fear, will ultimately
work to the detriment of Jews and America as a whole. A minority
of Jewish organizations, meanwhile, staunchly defend such programs
on pragmatic and "free exercise" grounds. The tangible benefits
that would result from federal aid to parochial education, they
insist, would more than compensate for any potential problems.

"Overhauling Our Priorities"
The creation of COLPA and the attendant calls for a new American
Jewish policy on church-state questions carried implications that
went far beyond the issue of aid to parochial schools. A growing
minority came to agree with Rabbi Walter Wurzburger, a leading
Modern Orthodox rabbi and one-time president of the Synagogue
Council, that the time had come for a "thorough overhauling" of
Jewish priorities on all church-state issues. In place of what
Wurzburger spoke of as "obsessive preoccupation with the
Establishment Clause," they called for far greater attention to
"free exercise" claims. They especially sought support for initiatives that could make it easier for Jews to observe their religious
traditions. 96
Surprisingly, the religious tradition that most frequently
found its way into the courts concerned public displays of the
menorah (candelabrum), symbol of the relatively minor Jewish
holiday of Hanukkah usually celebrated in December. The issue
as popularly understood involved a basic question: should government property be devoid of any religious symbols, or should it
be open to all religious symbols? What made the issue complex
was the widespread public celebration of Christmas, the only
American legal holiday from which Jews, as non-Christians, felt
emotionally excluded. Jews had long protested sectarian celebrations of Christmas, especially in public schools, and in more
recent years they had also fought to remove such Christmas
symbols as the cross and the creche from public property, arguing
(as opponents of menorah displays also did) that these amounted
to an impermissible establishment of religion. The Supreme Court
in the controversial case of Lynch v. Donnelly (1984) partially
overruled this objection, declaring that the creche, at least in
the company of other "secular" Christmas symbols, was constitu-
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tionally unobjectionable. The question, then, was whether the
menorah too was unobjectionable and whether, if so, Jews should
ask for it to be placed on public property alongside the permissible
symbols of Christmas.97
Most Jewish organizations, unhappy with the Lynch decision,
continued to believe that religious symbols of any sort should be
kept off public property on First Amendment grounds. Some
Orthodox groups, however, and particularly the Chabad (Lubavitch)
organization, took an opposite stance. They insisted that menorahs
should be placed on public property both as a Jewish response
to Christmas and as a symbol of religious pride. 98 This claim
raises complex legal questions to be decided by the Supreme
Court. The intra-jewish debate, however, is extremely revealing.
Supporters of the publicly displayed menorah have argued that
the public square should be filled with a multitude of religious
symbols. These, they believe, would foster respect for religion,
stimulate jewish observance, and help fight assimilation. Opponents, meanwhile, have feared that displays of religious symbols
on government property would foster fanaticism and intolerance.
They believe that confining such symbols to public display on
private property is the best guarantee of church-state separation
and the rights of religious minorities.
Similar debates have swirled around other Jewish attempts
to reorder church-state priorities. In one celebrated case, Goldman
v. Weinberger (1986), an Orthodox Jewish Air Force officer named
Simcha Goldman contested the military's uniform dress requirements
that barred him from wearing a yarmulke while serving on duty.
The Supreme Court ultimately ruled against Goldman, but the
fact that his case was supported on "free exercise" grounds by
COLPA, the American Jewish Committee, and other Jewish organizations points to a renewed emphasis on freedom for religious
practices?? Related "free exercise" cases, most of them confined
to lower courts, have involved everything from issues of Sabbath
and holiday observance, to the religious rights of Jews incarcerated
in prison, to divorce-law protection for women whose husbands
refuse to issue them a traditional Jewish divorce (get).tOO No
matter how different the circumstances in each case, however,
the ultimate goal has generally been the same: "to remove the
obstacles which face adherents of minority religions in the exercise
of their religious rights."101
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Conclusion
In t~e. 200 years since Jonas Phlllips pleaded with the
ConstItutIOnal Convention for religious freedom, the condition of
Jews in America has improved dramatically. They have won full
legal equ~lity under fe~eral law and in each of the states; they
fa~e few If any hardshIps from Christian Sunday laws; and their
chlld.ren, at lea~t in most places, can attend state-sponsored
public schools ':Ithout fear of intimidation on religious grounds.
Most ~f .these Improvements derive, directly or indirectly, from
the pnnclples set forth in the Constitution itself, particularly
the "no establishment" and "free exercise" clauses of the First
Amendment. What these clauses mean, however, has remained a
~ubject of continuing controversy. Does the First Amendment
Im~ly that ~~erica i~ a Christian nation (as some Evangelicals
claIm), a relIgIOUS natIOn, or a secular nation? Does it envisage
a gove~nment guaranteeing equality to all religions, one divided
by a high wall from any religion, or one occupying some middle
ground? And what happens when the "no establishment" and
"free exercise" clauses contlict with one another? Whlch takes
precedence?
American Jews have never been of one mind on these questions. While generally opposed to those who would Christianize
the country or discriminate on religious grounds, they have been
far. I.ess :ertain about what their communal priorities should be:
relIgIOn tn all aspects of American life or governmental secularism~ ? gove.rnm~ntal accommodation to religion or separation
from It.
Hlstoncally, as we have seen, American Jews have
~upported a wide range of positions on church-state relations;
mdeed, over the long span of American Jewish hlstory there has
been far less c?mmunal consensus on the subject than generally
assumed. Feanng the persecutory potential of a Christian state,
on. the one hand, and the possible antireligious animus of a secula~lst state, on the other, many American Jews have sought a
middle ground, a quest that may prove elusive. But if there has
been no community-wide consensus on specific policies and ap~roaches, there has, at least, been a common vision, one that
links jonas Phillips with his modern-day counterparts. It is the
search for "equal footing," the conviction that America should
be a land where people of all faiths are treated alike.
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